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Zsolt Srajber, the music director of Imperatrix Ensemble, 
and also teacher, piano accompanyist, singer, and baroque flute 
player has founded the Imperatrix Early Music Public Benefit 
Association - www.imperatrix.hu - in 2010 February, Budapest. 
The Imperatrix Ensemble, which started in the US, focused at first 
to turn his „dry” dissertation research into live performance 
practice on the stage of today’s music world. Now rehearsing at 
the Church of Hungarian Saints, Budapest, this ensemble - with its core-repertoire of 
400 works - is dedicated to perform music from the Middle Ages, Renaissance, and 
Early Baroque. Their musical interpretations present the unique and popular early 
variety of 'Ave Maria' poetry before the Tridentine control, or the Apocaliptic visions 
about the Hungarians of Bukovina, or other themes of grandeur alike often forging 
modern renditions from the past. Besides, Zsolt Srajber works at St. Stephen 
Conservatory of Music, Zugló (theory, accompanying). He studied at the Early Music 
Institute of IU, Bloomington, collegium directing, and playing various period 
instruments: baroque flute (traverso), voice, harpsichord, and fortepiano. He finished 
his dissertation research „’Ave Maria’ in the Music of the Renaissance and the 
Middle Ages: Their Unique Poetry and Popular Formations”. He studied from 
outstanding artists like Paul Hillier - conducting, Barbara Kallaur - Baroque flute 
(traverso), Paul Elliott, Donald Barrett - voice (Tenor), Elisabeth Wright - 
harpsichord, fortepiano, Doricha Sales, Violette Verdy, Virginia Cesbron, Jacques 
Cesbron, és Michael Vernon - balett accompanying. He was a finalist of ’American 
Baroque Bach Soloist’ competition with baroque flute, Berkley, California. He taught 
the course „U520 Hungarian Folk Music” as ’visiting lecturer’ for Central European 
Studies, IU with a joint concert, and his public lecture entitled “The Evolution of the 
Oldest Hungarian Musical Styles”. He gave a conference speech at the 31st yearly 
„American Hungarian Educators’ Association’s Conference” in the following topic: 
„What Musical Repertoire Flourished in the Mátra Region in the Time of the 1956 
Revolution, Based on the Accounts of the Elders of Nagyréde and Gyöngyössólymos 
in 1996?” Between 2003 and 2007 he organized music programs for the 
commemorations of Hungarian revolutions of March 15 and October 23 at IU. These 
were presented with chorus, orchestra, and dance choreography. He was soloist of 
„Cincinnati Baroque” ensemble (singing Carissimi Jephte, Bach cantatas); performer 
in the „Cincinnati Cobra Ensemble”; organizer of Hungarian programs at 
„Symphony in the Barn” festival in Canada; composer of pieces for „Music ’98”, and 
„Music ’99” summer composition workshops at CCM, Cincinnati, receiver of 
’Certificate of Appreciation’ acknowledgement from ’Global Speakers Service’  
 
in Bloomington for presenting cultural programs in elderly people’s homes; creator of 
two, two-part television shows as cultural programs for the „Hungarian Society of 
Cincinnati”. He earned his Master’s on a Fulbright scholarship in Cincinnati in 
choral conducting studying from Earl Rivers and John Leman(†). Before, he was 
church music teacher at Béla Bartók Conservatory of Music in Miskolc, and 
graduated from Liszt Ferenc University of Music, Budapest in music education, 
theory, and church music.  



 
Gyula Fekete (born in 1962) is Associate Professor of 
Composition at the Liszt Ferenc Academy of Music in 
Budapest, Hungary. He is also a lecturer at the University of 
Theatre, Film and Television, Budapest.  He received a 
Doctorate in Composition from Northwestern University, 
Evanston, Illinois, USA, in 1996, and a Masters Degree from 
the Chicago Musical College of Roosevelt University in 1993.  
Fekete also holds a Diploma in composition and theory from the Liszt Ferenc 
Academy of Music, Budapest, Hungary.  His teachers included Attila Bozay, 
Robert Lombardo, Patricia Morehead, M. William Karlins and Jay Alan Yim.  
In 1999 he was a Visiting Fellow at the Santa Cecilia Academy in Rome.  He 
is the recipient of many awards including the 1996 William T. Faricy Award, 
and the Fulbright grant for the 1994 -1995 academic year.  Mr. Fekete is the 
One Act Opera Category winner with his opera, The Redeemed Town, in the 
competition announced by the Hungarian State Opera for the year 2000 
celebration of the thousandth anniversary of the foundation of the Sate of 
Hungary.  The opera received its premiere in 2002 in the Hungarian State 
Operahouse.  Fekete wrote the opera entitled: Excelsior! Liszt Ferenc Goes to 
Heaven for the Liszt bicentennial in 2011, which was commissioned and 
produced by the Budapest Spring Festival and the Hungarian State 
Operahouse.  His first CD was released in 2001 by Hungaroton Classic 
Record Company.  He holds commissions by the Hungarian State Opera, 
Budapest Chamber Symphony, Chicago Pro Musica and The Music Group of 
Philadelphia.  Fekete is a committee member of the European Cultural 
Foundation and is on the Board of Directors of the Hungarian Composers' 
Association.  Fekete in 2001 received the Erkel Prize, and the Bartók – 
Pásztory Prize in 2012.  He has worked for numerous theater and film 
productions in Hungary. 
 

  



 
Daniel Bruggeman, Pianist and Fulbright Scholar 
has been an award winner in numerous competitions 
including Grand Prize winner of the Grand Forks 
Symphony Orchestra Young Artists Competition in 2006, 
Senior Honors Soloist with the Concordia College 
Orchestra in 2007, MTNA State Competition winner in 
2008 and 2009, Third Prize winner at the National J. Earl 
Lee Piano Competition in 2009, and First Prize at the Naftzger Young Artist 
Competition in 2011.  Bruggeman performed and studied at the Amalfi Coast 
Music Festival in Vietri sul Mare, Italy in 2011, The Adam György Castle 
Academy in Pomáz, Hungary in 2010, the International Academy of Music 
in St. Petersburg, Russia in 2008, and the Adamant School of Music in 
Adamant, Vermont in 2006. As a current Fulbright Scholar, Bruggeman is 
studying the influence of folk music on Béla Bartók’s piano compositions. His 
research includes studies at the Liszt Academy of Music with pianists Balazs 
Réti, Jenő Jandó, and Attila Némethy, as well as manuscript and source 
study at the Bartók Archives located in the Hungarian Academy of Science’s 
Institute for Musicology. For a Fulbright volunteer project, Bruggeman has 
been performing and lecturing on Hungarian and American music at various 
locations throughout Hungary including the Franz Liszt Memorial Museum, 
the Teleki Castle in Pomáz, the Dohnányi School of Music in Veszprém, and 
was the final performer of the Liszt-Day Marathon at The University of 
Miskolc. As a doctoral student at The University of Kansas, Bruggeman 
served as coordinator of class piano at KU and was a graduate teaching 
assistant for four years. He was an active performer and collaborative pianist 
through the support of Reach Out Kansas, Inc, which provides musical 
opportunities for rural and underserved communities in the state of Kansas. 
Bruggeman has a B.M. degree from Concordia College, a M.M. degree from 
The University of Kansas, and his primary instructors include Steven 
Spooner, Scott McBride Smith, Jack Winerock, Jay Hershberger, and Arlene 
Krueger. 
 
 
  



 

András Gerevich was born in Budapest, Hungary in 
1976. He graduated with a degree in English Literature 
from the Eötvös University of Budapest (ELTE), and later 
studied Creative Writing at Dartmouth College in the USA 
on a Fulbright Scholarship. His third degree is in 
Screenwriting from the National Film and Television 
School in Britain.  
Gerevich published three books of poems in his native Hungarian: Átadom a 
pórázt (Handing Over the Leash, 1997), Férfiak (Men, 2005), Barátok 
(Friends, 2009) and is also published widely in journals. A book of his poems 
in English translation Tiresias’s Confession, came out in 2008. His work has 
been translated into over a dozen languages, published in journals and 
anthologies, and taken part in a number of international literary and poetry 
festivals. 
Besides writing poetry Gerevich scripted several prize-winning short films 
produced in the UK, and his plays were performed in Budapest and read in 
London. He also published essays and stories, and translated a number of 
English-speaking poets into Hungarian, including Seamus Heaney and 
Frank O’Hara, and a book by the filmmaker David Lynch.  
He was editor for two literary journals: Kalligram in Budapest and Chroma 
in London, a producer for a radio program: Poetry by Post for the BBC World 
Sevice, and is vice-president of the Hungarian Belletrist Association. 
  
Books of Poetry by Andras Gerevich: 

• Átadom a pórázt. Budapest: JAK – Balassi Publishing, 1997. 
• Férfiak. Bratislava: Kalligram Publishing, 2005. 
• Tiresias’s Confession. (Selected poems in English.) Budapest: Corvina 

Publishing, 2008. 
• Barátok. Bratislava: Kalligram Publishing, 2009. 
• МЪЖЕ. (Selected poems in Bulgarian.) Sofia: Stigmata Publishing, 

2011. 
  
 
 
  



 
POEMS 

 
 

Amerikai Color 
 
I. Februári égbolt 
 
Vonattal utazom New York Citybe. 
Néhány állomáson szinte mindenki fehér. 
Néhány állomáson szinte mindenki fekete. 
Az ég felhőtlen gyógyszer-szürke. 
 
II. A zászló színei 
 
Szeptember óta minden piros-fehér-kék. 
Mindenhol ott virít a nemzeti lobogó, 
néha francia, néha holland változatban; 
a Village házain a szivárvány színeiben. 
 
III. New England-i október 
 
Minden lombnak más a színe: 
zöld-sárga-barna-vörös árnyalatai. 
Minden arc más színű. Árnyalatok. 
Mégis olyan egyszínű minden. 
 

  



Egy csütörtök 
 
Nem volt csatlakozás. Hat órát vártam  
az első buszra neonfényben, bezárt 
üzletek, autóhirdetések között; 
hat órát aludtam volna a bostoni  
reptéren Californiából jövet.  
Éjjel érkeztem, elment minden busz, 
mire landoltunk, kiürült a Logan,  
de én szegény voltam a panzióhoz. 
Testem törött volt két hét buli után, 
nehéz a lelkem, hogy haza kell menjek, 
fényképként tároljam San Franciscot, 
egy újabb várost, ahol nem élhetek.  
Mint ki napfényes, titkos útról tért meg,  
pálmafás parton filmsztárok szavára,  
sors elől szökve, mégis a sorssal  
emailezgetve minden délután,  
ki finom ideggel érzi idegenben,  
hogy állandósul az átutazásban, 
nem számoltam órákat, perceket. 
Az ülés nyomta a seggem, a hátam,  
a karfáktól nem tudtam elfeküdni,  
és a kihalt folyosót negyedóránként 
beüvöltő hang nem hagyott aludni: 
csomagot őrizetlenül ne hagyjanak, 
dohányozni és parkolni tilos. 
Se autóm, se cigim, se bombám nem volt. 
Körülnéztem: szerettem volna néhány  
szót váltani, bestoppolni Bostonba,  
az éjjelt egy nightclubban tölteni,  
mert Josh aludt, Jamar aludt, Terence 
aludt, Jacques is aludt, és mind aludtak, 
kikbe nem volt időm beleszeretni, 
de rájuk gondolva elbóbiskoltam, 
és kisimultak a ráncok arcomon. 



Thursday 
 
No connecting service. A six-hour wait 
under neon lights for the first bus 
amongst closed shops and car advertisements; 
I planned to spend the time asleep 
once I got into Boston from California, 
but when we landed every bus had left. 
No shortage of free rooms in the hotel 
at Logan, but I couldn’t afford to stay over. 
My body broken from two weeks’ partying, 
depressed at the thought of having to go home, 
I tucked San Francisco away like a photo 
of yet another city where I couldn’t live. 
As if returning from a sunlit, secret journey 
hearkening to film stars on a palm-tree shore, 
on the run from fate and yet exchanging 
e-mails with fate every afternoon, 
nerves sharp enough to tell me I was constantly 
passing through places that had no place for me, 
I didn’t count the hours or the minutes. 
My ass and my back both ached from sitting, 
the arm rests stopped me stretching out, 
every quarter of an hour a voice yelling 
down the deserted corridor made sleep impossible: 
“Don’t leave baggage unattended. 
No smoking. No parking outside departures.” 
I had no car, no cigarette, no bomb. 
I looked around me: I’d have liked 
to chat with someone, hitchhike into Boston, 
spend the night clubbing, but Josh was asleep, 
Jamar too, Terence and Jacques, 
all the men I never had time 
to fall in love with were asleep. 
With them in mind, I dozed off briefly 
and the wrinkles on my face smoothed out.  



Az én New Englandem 
 

A házak öregebbek, mint maga az ország. 
De itt, az erdőben, azt sem tudom, hogy ország ez. 
Nem akarok újságot olvasni, csak regényeket. 
Futás közben figyelni a mókusokat, 
érezni az étel ízét, amit eszem, 
frissen ébredni és lassan élni filmekben es könyvekben. 
Sokat tenni, es mégis lassan élni, egyszerűen. 
Az erdő a kortól független, itt még megvéd, 
nincsenek nagyvárosok, ipartelepek, 
csak autó, email, shopping center – a kényelem. 
Nincs Trianon, nincs Holocaust. Nincs történelmem. 
Nem az én őseim írtottak az indiánokat, a feketéket. 
Meseország. Csak nekem. 
 
 
 

My New England 
 
The houses are older than the country, 
but here in the woods I'm not sure: is this a country? 
I don't feel like reading newspapers, only novels. 
I feel like watching squirrels as they run, 
sensing the taste of the food I take, 
waking briskly and living slowly in films and books. 
I feel like doing a lot and yet living a slow simple life. 
These woods are unchanged by the times, they protect me, 
there are no vast cities, industrial complexes 
only cars, email, shopping centres — comfort. 
There is no Trianon Treaty, no Holocaust. I have no history. 
It is not my ancestors that killed the Indians and Blacks. 
It is Fairyland. To me. 

 

  



Provincetown 
 
A csomagtartóban laktam egy hétig 
a Cape Cod-i kempingben, 
biciklivel jártam a strandra 
gyönyörködni az izmos testekben  
és úszni az Atlanti Oceánban. 
Férfi férfivel, nő nővel járt kéz a kézben; 
Tina Turner és Madonna 
a helyi diszkóban léptek fel: 
nőimitátorok pontos álruhában. 
Felszedtem a legszebb go-go boyt, 
megvártam este munka után. 
Egy hotel pincéjében lakott, 
ahol még a matracot is átizzadtuk,  
videóztunk és együtt zuhanyoztunk,  
együtt napoztunk másnap délután. 
A családokat sem zavarta, ha a gyerekek 
férfiakat látnak csókolózni:  
ez volt a rend. 
A boy LA-be készült szinésznek, 
én New Yorkba írónak – 
ő este táncos, napközben pincér volt, 
én a magyar útlevelemet szorongattam. 
 
 
  



Provincetown 
 
At the camp ground on Cape Cod 
I lived in a car trunk for a week, 
biked to the beach 
to feast my eyes on the taut muscled men 
and swim in the Ocean. 
Man with man hand in hand, woman with woman; 
Tina Turner and Madonna 
played at the local club: 
drag queens in persuasive disguise. 
I picked up the prettiest go-go boy, 
waited for him at night after work. 
He lived in a hotel basement, 
where we sweated right through the mattress, 
watched flicks and showered together, 
sunbathed together the next afternoon. 
Didn’t even bother the parents if their children 
saw men kissing men: 
this was the norm. 
The boy wanted to go to LA to be an actor 
and I to New York to write. 
He was a dancer by night, a waiter by day, 
I clasped tight my Hungarian passport.   



New York, 2001. szeptember 13.  
 
Napok óta katonai gépek cirkálnak felettünk: 
álltam a Riverside Parkban es néztem az eget, 
mások kutyával jöttek vagy futottak, mint minden délután. 
 
Minden emberből valaki hiányzott. Féltünk 
a tegnapelőttől, a falakra es padokra firkált 
gyülölettől: "Öljetek meg minden arabot!" 
 
A reggeli misét végigbőgték a fekete asszonyok. 
Egyedül ültem, idegen a közös városban, 
hazamenet mégis, mint régi barátot, átölelt a pap. 
 
Egész nap az utcán kóvályogtam nyomottan, üresen, 
a falakon eltűnt arcok néztek rám fénymásolatban. 
Álltak az autok és az emberek agya is lefagyott. 
 
Két napig gyógyszert es ételt hordtam, beálltam 
életet menteni, de hazaküldtek: felváltott a hadsereg. 
De, átutazóban, sehol sem voltam otthon. 
 
Maradtam üres es tehetetlen, tévét néztem, 
több százszor ugyanazt a képsort a híreken, 
semmit nem mondtak, csak számolták a holtakat. 
 
Így keletkezne a történelem, mint a filmekben? 
Hogy tegyek valamit, futni mentem, fodrászhoz, 
vásárolni, es néztem a napos New York-i eget. 



Diary 
 
For days now fighter planes have been circling above us: 
I stood in Riverside Park and scanned the sky, 
others jogged or walked dogs as they did every afternoon. 
 
Each person was three thousand less. We were afraid 
of the day before yesterday, of the hatred painted 
on walls and on benches: „Kill all the Arabs!” 
 
Black women in their forties wept through the morning Mass, 
and I sat in the pew alone, a stranger in the shared city, 
but the priest hugged me like an old friend when I left. 
 
I spent the afternoon rambling, empty and dejected, 
past photocopied faces of those who were missing. 
The cars didn’t move: people’s minds too were in deep-freeze. 
 
For two days I carried food and medicine, volunteered 
to save lives, but was sent home: the army took over. 
There was nothing to do, nowhere for me to go. 
 
I was empty still, and helpless, I watched the TV, 
the same sequences several hundred times on the news, 
no-one said anything, they were busy counting the dead. 
 
I understood this was no theme for writing. Time didn’t pass. 
Just to keep busy, I went to the barber, went running and shopping, 
visited the laundrette and gazed at the bright New York sky. 

 
  



Judit Gábos was born in Cluj, Romania and studied at the 
George Dima Music Academy, her most important piano 
professors were György Száva and Harald Enghiurliu. She 
graduated as a piano artist-teacher in 1980. The same year, as 
a result of her performance at the International Bach 
Competition, she was invited to tour Germany. Until 1991 
Dr. Gábos lived in Romania, playing solo recitals and 
chamber music in the most prestigious concert halls of the country, 
performing as soloist with a majority of the nation’s orchestras, playing at 
numerous festivals, premiering contemporary works, appearing on radio and 
television and, in 1985, being awarded 1st prize at the National George Dima 
Piano Competition. Since 1991 Dr. Gábos has lived in Hungary, continuing 
her performing career, and is currently head of the music department of 
Eszterházy College of Eger. In 2003 she received her DMA in piano 
performance from the Liszt Academy of Music in Budapest. Between 2000-
2006 - as the artist of the Hungarian Radio - played numerous live solo and 
chamber music recitals. She frequently performs at the Liszt Museum and 
played at the Spring Festival of Budapest (2003, 2006), Pécs (2005) and Eger 
(since 2006 annually).  Between 2003-2008 she taught and performed at the 
Summer Chamber Music Academy at Farnières (Belgium). In Europe she 
played concerts in Belgium, Finland, Serbia, Spain, Turkey. In the United 
States she was a visiting lecturer and played concerts at the University of 
Minnesota (Duluth) in 1993 and Valdosta State University (Georgia) 2002, 
toured the south-east of the US in 2001, 2002, 2006. In Spring 2011 (from 
January through June), she was a visiting Fulbright professor at the School of 
Music of the University of South Carolina. While in the States, she played 
numerous recitals in South Carolina (Columbia), Georgia (Valdosta) and 
California (Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego) and was soloist with 
symphony orchestras in South and North Carolina. 
Gabos recorded two cds with Belgian violist Jacques Dupriez, at the 
recording company Via Musica. 
She premiered several contemporary works in Romania, Hungary and 
Belgium, such as: pieces by Zoltán Aladár and Kozma Mátyás (Romania), 
Orbán György (Hungary), Fréderic Van Rossum (Belgium). 
 
 
  



 
Balázs Lázár graduated at the Hungarian Drama and 
Film Academy as an actor in 1997. During his final two years 
at the Academy he played six roles at Víg Theatre in 
Budapest, one of Hungary’s most prestigious repertory 
theatres. He shot during his apprentice period one of the lead 
roles in a Hungarian film comedy titled ’Csinibaba’, which 
became the most successful film in Hungary in 1997. 
Following his graduation in 1997 from the Academy he joined the company 
of the National Theatre of Pécs which is a big repertory theatre located in 
southwest Hungary. Here he played very different main roles from musicals 
via operettas to dramas amongst others Percsik in the Fiddler on the Roof, 
Boni in the Tschardasch Queenor Howard Wagner in the Death of the 
Salesman. He was awarded with the Public Award of the National Theatre in 
1999 as the most popular actor of the season.  
He was honoured to get Fulbright Scholarship in 2000 and he studied the 
three grand theatre styles: commedia dell’ arte, melodrama and clown in Blue 
Lake, California. He graduated at Dell Arte International School of Physical 
Theatre in 2001. For the summer the Blue Lake resident Dell Arte Playing 
Company invited him to join the local Mad River Festival participating in a 
variety of works from acting to assistantship. He has been very interested in 
commedia dell’ arte since that time and has plunged into commedia 
workshops in Italy and has lead several mask workshops at the Hungarian 
Drama and Film Academy where thanks to the Fulbright Scholarship he is 
writing his Doctor of Liberal Arts thesis on the theme of Mask 
characterization.  
He has been working as a freelance actor in Budapest since his return home 
in 2001 mostly in the above mentioned Víg Theatre portraying Slightly 
Soiled in the musical Peter Pan and Csil the Vulture in the Jungle Book and 
even some smaller prosaic roles. He played important dancing roles in the 
movement theatre Dance Through Time based on Hungary’s XX. century’s 
history. He has worked in many other projects during the last years as well as 
Meredith Monk’s two month long workshop in Budapest and had the role of 
Arlecchino in the Servant of two Masters. He rendered a part in the 
internationally acclaimed Hungarian film Kontroll and many smaller 
characters in foreign films. 
He has been publishing poems for more than thirteen years in Hungarian 
literary papers and his books of poems (titled Wing Without Angel, Look, 
Lear papa) were published in Budapest in 2000 and 2007. He received the 
Zsigmond Móricz Literary Scholarship in 2007. During his study year in 
California he took part in a very special international contemperary project 
based on John Milton’s Paradise Lost played by Dell Arte’s students and  



 
directed by the Italian Giulio Cesare-Perrone who got to know and admired 
his poems. He worked in this project not only as an actor but also assistant 
director and his poem namely wing without angel became an integral part of 
the performance being translated into English and set to music by local 
composer Tim Gray. He was very happy about this project since it gave a 
great example for open international cultural cooperation. 
His new book of poems came out at the 2009 Budapest Book Fair titled 
memorestorer. It was an interesting adaptation of his Fulbright scholarship 
year in Blue Lake, California writing about his U.S experiences, cultural 
differences, and how U.S. influences are still at work in him. „This year was 
a ’fulcrum’ for me, giving me a fresh look at myself, the U.S. and Hungary in 
many aspects and has given me a „back and forth” dynamic in my mind 
since then.” His brand-new book is expected to come out at the Book Fair in 
2012 in Budapest titled heartstreet. 
 
 

 
  



POEMS 
 

wing without angel 
 

action-reaction 
the universe is expanding 
the volume of human spirit is contracting 
under fading stars 
just to clutter up in yourself 
while your contours slowly pass away 
just to pulsate like the place of a cut limb 
not to perceive as disappears 
the temple under the cross 
the women around the vagina  
as the angel broken on the wing 
the idea stands out from the idiot 
the weightlessness of silence remains 
desire without will 
wing without angel 
waiting in cold soaring for 
the Saviour who resurrects the livings 
 
 
szárny angyal nélkül 
  

hatás-ellenhatás 
a világegyetem tágul 
az emberi lélek térfogata csökken 
halványuló csillagok alatt 
összezsúfolódni magadban 
miközben kopnak kontúrjaid 
úgy lüktetni mint levágott testrész helye 
észre sem venni ahogy eltűnik 
a kereszt alól a templom 
a vagina körül a nő 
a szárnyról leszakad az angyal 
a hülyéből kiáll a gondolat 
marad a csend súlytalansága 
vágy akarat nélkül 
szárny angyal nélkül 
hideg lebegésben várni 
az élőket feltámasztó Krisztust 



 
 
 
Post Scriptum 
 
understand my dear 
it’s just a hurricane in the pot 
what seems so important on that 
ninetythree thousand square kilometer 
something twighlight zone 
somewhere in Europe? Asia? Africa? 
where i survived  my previous life 
being in dazed coma since that time 
as if a curse would be on me 
but i am hungarian only 
oh yes wonderfully hopeless 
 
 
 
P.S. 
 
értsd meg kedvesem 
innen nézve csak vihar a biliben 
ami oly fontosnak tűnik azon a 
kilencvenháromezer négyzetkilométeren 
valami szürkületi zóna 
valahol európában? ázsiában? afrikában? 
ahol túléltem előző életem 
azóta is csak kerengő kába 
önkívületben mintha valamilyen 
rontás lenne rajtam velem 
pedig csak magyar vagyok 
csodálatosan reménytelen 
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THE CREATION OF THE WORLD 

 
 

On the first day 
it was dark when I woke up with a star shivered 
in the cold as I gathered brushwood made a fire 
He came out of the cave shuddered warmed his hands 
by the tire and said: Let there be light 

On the second day 
I rose at dawn fetched water from the riverbank 
sprinkled it on the clayey earth to keep down 
the dust He came out I poured water in the palms 
of his hands he washed his face looked up and 
said: Let us call the firmament heaven the  
dry land shall be the earth and the gathering of the  
waters shall be seas 

On the third day 
I had an early start picked blue red and yellow 
fruits gathered little seeds ground them 
between two stones kneaded and baked He 
got up stretched his limbs ate the loaf 
and the sweet fruits and said: Let the earth 
bring forth tender grass and herbs yielding 
seeds and fruit trees 

On the fourth day 
I was up early in the morning swept  
the yard with a leafy branch let the washing 
soak scrubbed the pots and pans gave the tools 
a good clean He woke up to the tinkling 
of the scythe turned towards the wall and said: 
Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven 
to divide the day from the night 

 
 
 



 
On the fifth day 

I got up in the morning drew water for the trough 
gave a bale of hay to the horses milked 
the cows sheared the lambs took out the goat 
for grazing fed the goose cut the nettle for  
the ducklings husked corn for the hens prepared 
the swill for the pigs tossed a bone to the dog 
poured milk for the cat He rubbed the sleep  
out of his eyes with a great yawn and said  
to all the living creatures: Be fruitful and multiply 
and fill the earth 

On the sixth day 
I woke to labour pains gave birth  
to my baby bathed swaddled and nursed it 
He leaned over it and let the tiny hand 
clasp his fingers smiled upon his own likeness 
and saw that all he had created and made was  
very good 

On the seventh day 
the baby’s crying woke me up I quickly changed 
its nappy and sucked it. It fell asleep I made  
a fire aired the flat brought in the papers  
watered	  the	  plants	  did	  a	  bit	  of	  quiet	  	  
dusting	  prepared	  breakfast	  The	  smell	  of	  
coffee	  woke	  him	  up	  he	  switched	  on	  the	  	  
radio	  lit	  a	  cigarette	  and	  blessed	  the	  	  
seventh	  day	  

	  
	  
	  

  



 
A VILÁG TEREMTÉSE 

 
 

Első nap 
sötét volt amikor felocsúdtam borzongatott a 

hideg amíg szedtem a rőzsét tüzet csiholtam 
Ő kijött a barlangból megborzongott a tűz fölé  
tartotta a kezét és szólt: Legyen világosság 

Második nap 
hajnalban keltem vizet hoztam a partról 

fellocsoltam az agyagos földet hogy ne 
verődjék fel róla a por Ő kijött vizet öntöttem 
a tenyerébe megmosta az arcát felnézett és azt 
mondta: Nevezzük a mennyezetet égnek a 
szárazat földnek az egybegyűlt vizeket pedig  
tengernek 

Harmadik nap 
korán keltem kék piros sárga  

gyümölcsöket szedtem apró magokat 
gyűjtögettem két kő közt megőröltem 
megdagasztottam megsütöttem Ő felkelt 
nyújtózott egyet megette a lepényt az édes 
gyümölcsöket és szólt: Hajtson a föld gyenge 
füvet maghozó füvet gyümölcsfát 

Negyedik nap 
jókor reggel felserkentem leveles ággal 

tisztára sepertem az udvart beáztattam a  
szennyest megsúroltam a lábasokat 
megtisztogattam a szerszámokat A kasza 
pengésére felébredt a fal felé fordult és szólt: 
Legyenek világító testek az ég mennyezetén 
hogy elválasszák a napot az éjszakától 

 
 

 



Ötödik nap 
reggel felkeltem vizet húztam a vályúba 

szénát vetettem a lovaknak megfejtem a  
teheneket megnyírtam a juhokat kihajtottam a  
kecskét megtömtem a libát csalánt vágtam a  
kiskacsáknak tengerit morzsoltam a tyúkoknak  
moslékot főztem a malacoknak csontot löktem  
a kutyának tejet öntöttem a macskának Ő 
nagyot ásított kidörzsölte az álmot a szeméből  
és szólt: Szaporodjatok és sokasodjatok és  
töltsétek be a földet 

Hatodik nap 
fájások ébresztettek megszültem 

magzatomat megfürösztöttem bepólyáltam és 
megszoptattam Ő föléhajolt hagyta hogy a kis 
kéz megszorítsa az ujját képmására mosolygott  
és látá hogy minden amit teremtett vala ímé 
igen jó 

Hetedik nap 
gyereksírásra ébredtem gyorsan tisztába 

tettem megszoptattam és elcsitult tüzet raktam 
kiszellőztettem felhoztam az újságokat 
meglocsoltam a virágokat csendben 
letörölgettem megcsináltam a reggelit a  
kávészagra felébredt bekapcsolta a rádiót 
rágyújtott egy cigarettára és mágáldá a hetedik 
napot 
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